PANAMA BIG GAME FISHING CLUB
RELEASE FORM
Trip Date:

(must be filled in)

Clients will not be permitted on board PBGFC transfers or to travel to PBGFC without this signed Original Release Form.
If you are unable to mail this document you MUST be ready to provide it to our representative upon arrival in Tocumen Airport
in Panama City or you will not be permitted to board our Panana City land transfer or proceed into Panama Big Game Fishing
Club.
Please fill out this Release Form, one per client, sign and date
by mail or by Email
bookings@panamabiggamefishingclub.com
Within 90 days of arrival to the lodge.
THIS RELEASE executed on
(dd/mm/yy) and will be in effect from this date forward,
By CLIENT:
Whose address is:
and in my capacity as legal guardian of : NAME OF DEPENDANT
In consideration of being permitted to travel to, and to participate in, fish and wildlife activities with: Panama Big Game Fishing Club organized under the laws of the
Republic of Panama.
The Client expressly accepts that the term premises is intended to be as broad and inclusive as permitted by the laws of the Republic of Panama, and it also includes any area
needed to go to, stay in, or return from the premises of PBGFC by sea, and land, as well as the area known as PBGFC, its facilities and offices inside and outside of PBGFC or
any other area used, owend or held directly, indirectly or incidentally by PBGFC as well as the boats and/or any vehicle used, owned, held or chartered directly, indirectly or
incidentally at any times or anywhere by PBGFC.
The Client acknowledges, that sport fishing is an extreme sport and as such many risks are present while involed in the activity. the CLIENT further acknowledges that a sport
fishing boat is inherently dangerous due to many factors including the unpredictable behavior of fish especially billfish that have jumped in boats and caused serious injury to
fishermen and passengers therein.
The Client acknowledges, further and is aware that there are no medical facilities located at PBGFC such as one might expect to find at or near a resort located some place other
than in a jungle setting and agrees that it assumes the risk that any injuries or illnesses that may occur while at PBGFC might be aggravated by reason thereof. It is imperative
that you be in good mental and physical condition when you travel to and from PBGFC.
The Client expressly agrees that this release, waiver and indemnity agreement is intended to be as broad and inclusive as permitted by the laws of the Republic of Panama and
that if portion there of is held invalid, it is agreed thet the balance shall, notwithstanding, continue in full legal force and effect. the CLIENT undestands and accepts that it is
not the responsability of PBGFC to instruct in safety rules during the course of the fishing and wildlife activities, nor is it the function of PBGFC to act as a guardian of the
CLIENTS safety.
The Client acknowledges that Panama Big Game Fishing Club, will not be responsible in any way for any additional costs or expenses (air transportation, lodging, lost fishing
time, international airline lost baggage, etc.) incurred by the CLIENT as a result of delayed, cancelled or missed national or international flights.
This Release shall be governed by the laws of the Republic of Panama.
The CLIENT hereby states that he/she is of lawful age and legally competent to sign this affirmation and release and that CLIENT understands the terms herein and that said
terms are contractual obligations and not a mere recital of terms and that the CLIENT has signed this document of their own free will and accord.
Panama Big Game Fishing Club reserves the right to cancel without prejudices any person(s) arriving in panama that we deem to be mentally or physically unfit to continue
travel on to the lodge. It is imperative that you be in good health so as not to cause risk to yourself or others. No refunds will be given for any issues resulting in decisions
made as a result of your being unable (or unfit) to travel on to Panama Biga Game Fishing Club.
In Witness thereof the CLIENT signs below:

* SIGNATURE:

* Without this signed form on file our guests WILL NOT BE PERMITTED to board the transfer bus or boats.
*Travel insurance is HIGHLY recommended and SHOULD be purchased within one week of making the initial deposit.

